STAY IN THE CENTER OF THE ROOM, FATHER. DON'T GIVE 'EM ANYTHING, DON'T TAKE ANYTHING AND DON'T SHARE ANY PERSONAL DETAILS.

PRYOR CASHMAN a.k.a. “KINGMAKER”
Demon entity
Feeds on benign human memories, replacing them with bad, often driving victim to madness.
Specializes in using memory manipulation to create dictators.

XIRDAL
Reptilian alien race
One of our first top-secret exploratory space probes collided with her ship in the 1950s, causing the death of everyone aboard.
Believes human beings pose a threat to her species and has vowed to wipe us out.
Held in protective custody since 1952.
I'M NOT YOUR FRIENDS' PRIEST.

NOT YET, MR. CASHMAN. I AM A PATIENT MAN.

I'M NOT, WHY'RE YOU HERE?

I AM HERE AS THE BEARER OF UNFORTUNATE NEWS.

WHAT DID YOU DO TO HIM?

DR. COVINGTON, WE DID OUR BEST, BUT... MR. RIVES WILL NOT BE RETURNING TO YOUR COMPANY.

I'M SO SORRY. IF THERE IS ANY WAY IN WHICH I CAN ASSIST YOU IN YOUR GRIEF, VIVEL!